YOU are still in time for Christmas if you start building a Dalek now . . . This model is easily constructed from card and balsa plus a few junkbox oddments. Two Mabuchi 55 motors provide the power and drive a pair of main wheels by friction. The wheels on the original model are Keil Kraft spong rubber streamline types 2 in. diameter and the motors are fixed so that their armature shafts exert light pressure on the tyres. A castoring tail wheel 1 in. diameter is mounted on a piano wire leg pivoted in a block of wood. \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. plywood is used to reinforce the balsa "floor" and the whole superstructure lifts off for access.

Power for the drive motors is supplied by two separate 4.5 v. flat batteries with negatives common to the motors via an on/off switch.

The radio link may be chosen to suit existing outfits, the only requirement being that the receiver has
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a single pole changeover relay or is capable of operating a low resistance relay (50 to 100 ohms) if the particular receiver used is a relayless type... A simple pulser keys the transmitter... The pulser may be mechanical or transistorised, the only requirement being that fairly low rate of mark/space be used. The original system employs a MacGregor carrier transmitter keyed via a 2,000 ohm Siemens relay in a two transistor multivibrator circuit.

The receiver is an old Aeromodeller Transistor Rx operating another 2,000 ohm Siemens relay. More recent circuits could easily be employed, but that which the author used was available for this "fun" model at the time.

Steering

The relay in the receiver feeds negative bias alternately to a transistorised switcher. The switcher is in two parts each half feeding one of the drive motors. Capacitors C1 and C2 remain charged when pulsing at 50/50 mark/space so that both halves of the switcher pass current to their appropriate motors continuously. R1 and R2 values are adjusted so that when the mark/space signal is varied such that the relay contacts dwell longer on one side than the other, the capacitor on the contact which has the shortest dwell discharges completely, cutting off the appropriate transistor and hence the supply to that drive motor.

Thus, both drive motors run at full speed for straight running, a turn is accomplished by blipping one or other of the motors off due to unbalance of the mark/space signal. The switcher also protects the relay contacts, as there is only a small bias current passing through them.

Control is thus fully proportional and slight discrepancies in speed of the two drive motors, either due to varying efficiency, or varying battery voltages, can be compensated for by varying the mark/space signal so that it is not exactly 50/50. For best results: either the pulse rate, or the resistors R1 and R2 should be adjusted so that the capacitors C1 and C2 only just hold their charge long enough to keep the motors running continuously. If the charge is held for too long, the neutral will be too wide, but (Continued on page 44)

Steering Circuit

![Steering Circuit Diagram]

R1: 2.2K
R2: 2.2K
C1: 4µF electrolytic
C2: 4µF electrolytic
VT1: OC71
VT2: OC71
VT3: GET535
VT4: GET535
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R/C DALEK (Continued from page 19)

control can be effected by giving solid signal or no signal as required, Such a method of control is less flexible however, so little time spent in adjusting the system for proportional response is well worth while.

This control system might work in a model delta using flyball actuators, one for each elevon. It would certainly be suitable for track vehicles, paddle boats or indeed any other device which is controlled by varying the speed of two drive motors. One could even build a wide beam boat with twin screws, each mounted well forward and as near to the sides as possible.

MODEL RADIO CO. for Micro-Avionics proportional, £35 deposit. See Advt.

PRINTED circuit boards supplied for any circuit. Simply send full size drawing of board. Prices include drilling, 6d. per sq. in. plus 2/6 processing. Post free. Also p.c. boards designed, kits built, R.C.M.&E. circuits built. Temple, 12 Beach House Road, Croydon, Surrey.

‘R.C.S.’ 2-12 channel Superregen receiver 7.2v. operation, as new, £9.10.0d. R. Capewell, 38 Cintra Park, Upper Norwood, S.E.19.

FRANKLIN ‘Orbit’ 10 S/ht £20.05 all trans. outfit, Bonnie, Contest Bown Cossack III, Merco 61. The lot, £150 o.n.o. Demo given with pleasure. Replies to: Go Glow Fuels, c/o J. Jones & Co., Bullhead Street, Wigston.

MODEL RADIO CO. for F & M Proportional, £35 deposit. See Advt.

LATEST F & M 10, complete with DEACs and 5 Bonner Servos. Perfect. Owner going proportional. £85. With 10 Servos, £100 Troy, Abbey St., Coleraine, N. Ireland. Phone 3344.


FOR SALE: Skyliner Airframe uncovered, £10. A. Devonshire, 25 Cambria Road, Radmanthwaite, Mansfield, Notts.

& M Mids — Matador + DEAC’s, £72/3. F & M Mids Matador + DEAC’s — 3 servos and fail safe as new, £100 (Cost £150). Manley, 56 Grosvenor Road, Tunbridge Wells 22078.

HAMMERITE hammer pattern brush paint for panels and boxes

THE PATTERN IS IN THE TIN. ALL YOU DO IS BRUSH IT ON!

Colours: Blue, silver or metallic black, 2½ oz. tins 3/6d.; ½ pint 7/6d.; 1 pint 15/-; ½ gallon 35/-; 1 gallon 58/- (as sent by road.)

Carriage Orders up to 5/-, 9d.; up to 10/-, 1/9d.; over 10/-, 2/9d. Return of post service Monday to Friday.

From your component shop, or direct from the manufacturer:

FINNIGAN SPECIALITY PAINTS (RCM),
Mickey Square, Stocksfield, Northumberland. Tel.: Stocksfield 2280

D.F. MONITOR CORRECTION

In the November issue, (the original had a gain of only 15) R9 may have to be increased up to 3.3K. Alternatively an extra resistor of 15K can be placed from the junction of R8 and C8 to the positive rail. The symptoms necessitating this modification would be a lack of volume due to VT3 bottoming due to its high gain.

Holes for stand-off bolts

Remove copper on shaded areas to insulate from stand-off bolts

To detector board via 12 pf

SEPARATE LAND HERE
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4½" dia. hole for slug

BINDERS

in handsome leathercloth with gold blocked name plate on spine to take twelve copies of your R.C.M.&E. Copies open flat and can be removed unmarked for annual binding.

Price, inclusive of postage................................. 15/-

RADIO CONTROL MODELS & ELECTRONICS

13/35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts